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ABSTRACT 

Geoscience Australia’s Onshore Basin Inventories project provides a whole-of-basin inventory of 
geology, petroleum systems, exploration status and data coverage of hydrocarbon-prone onshore 
Australian sedimentary basins. Two existing volumes cover many central and north Australian 
onshore basins, providing a single point of reference and creating a standardised national basin 
inventory. In addition to summarising the current state of knowledge within each basin, the onshore 
basin inventory reports identify critical science questions and key exploration uncertainties that may 
help inform future work program planning and aid in decision making for both government and 
industry organisations. Under Geoscience Australia’s Exploring for the Future (EFTF) program, 
several new onshore basin inventory reports are being delivered. The next releases include the 
Adavale Basin of southern Queensland and a compilation of Australia’s Mesoproterozoic basins. 
These reports are supported by value-add products that address identified data gaps and evolve 
regional understanding of basin evolution and prospectivity, including petroleum systems modelling, 
seismic reprocessing and regional geochemical studies. The Onshore Basin Inventories project 
continues to provide scientific and strategic direction for precompetitive data acquisition under 
the EFTF work program, guiding program planning and shaping post-acquisition analysis programs.  

Keywords: Adavale Basin, Australian Mesoproterozoic basins, Birrindudu Basin, Canning 
Basin, Carrara Sub-basin, Exploring for the Future, geochemistry, Officer Basin, Onshore Basin 
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The Onshore Basin Inventories 

Exploring for the Future (EFTF) is an Australian Government program dedicated to 
stimulating industry to ensure a sustainable, long-term future for Australia through an 
improved understanding of the nation’s minerals, energy and groundwater resource 
potential. Geoscience Australia’s Onshore Basin Inventories project provides an up-to- 
date snapshot of geology, petroleum systems, exploration status and data coverage of 
select onshore petroleum basins, providing a single point of reference and creating a 
standardised national inventory of onshore basins. These foundational data underpin 
investigations into basin-hosted resources including hydrocarbons, hydrogen, deep 
groundwater, geological storage potential and basin-hosted minerals systems. 

Each assessment incorporates information gathered by precompetitive work programs 
undertaken by Geoscience Australia and state and territory governments, as well as 
publically available exploration results and the geoscientific literature. Basins addressed 
by the inventory are outlined in Fig. 1. Recent work includes the Adavale and Birrindudu 
basins (Fig. 1) and onshore Mesoproterozoic basins. 

Informing precompetitive data acquisition 

A key aspect of the Onshore Basin Inventories is that they identify data and knowledge 
gaps, present critical science questions and key exploration uncertainties, and provide 
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recommendations for future work. The provision of basin 
prospectivity rankings, along with an assessment of the 
confidence with which that assessment is made allows for 
the creation of a prospectivity–confidence matrix (Fig. 2); 
this matrix was utilised in the planning phase of the EFTF 
program to screen for basins where further work could enhance 
either basin prospectivity or confidence. To date, the Onshore 
Basin Inventories have informed EFTF precompetitive pro-
grams in the South Nicholson region, the Kidson Sub-basin 
and the Officer Basin. Consequently, new data acquisition in 
the frontier Birrindudu Basin is being undertaken. 

South Nicholson region 

Volume 1 identified significant uncertainty around the sub-
surface architecture and petroleum systems of the South 
Nicholson Basin. As a result, the EFTF program acquired 

two deep-reflection seismic surveys to define the architec-
ture and delineate the distribution of sediments in the newly 
discovered Carrara Sub-basin. Samples from the deep strati-
graphic drill hole NDI Carrara 1, drilled in partnership with 
the MinEX CRC and the Northern Territory Geological 
Survey (Fig. 3) established the existence of effective 
Proterozoic petroleum system elements and enabled regional 
correlations across the region (Grosjean et al. 2022). 

Kidson Sub-basin 

Western Australia’s Canning Basin is one of the least 
explored Paleozoic basins in the world, and although the 
northern Canning Basin has produced hydrocarbons, 
Volume 2 demonstrated that seismic and well data coverage 
over the basin is low, with sparse data coverage particularly 
evident in the Kidson Sub-basin. Subsequently, the EFTF 

New and upcoming basin inventory reports

Onshore Basin Inventory Volume 1

Onshore Basin Inventory Volume 2

Fig. 1. Basins addressed in Volume 1 ( Carr et al. 2016) and Volume 2 ( Hashimoto et al. 2018) of the Onshore Basin Inventory 
alongside basins newly addressed by the Onshore Basin Inventories.    
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program prioritised the Kidson Sub-basin as a primary study 
area and acquired the 2018 L211 Kidson Sub-basin deep- 
reflection seismic survey, imaging a large depocentre of 
Ordovician to Devonian sediments overlain by a Permian sec-
tion (Southby et al. 2020). The deep stratigraphic drill hole 
Barnicarndy 1 was drilled within the Barnicarndy Graben pro-
viding control for the imaged seismic successions (Normore 
and Rapaic 2020). Numerous analytical reports on the almost 
full cored well are provided from the Western Australian 
Petroleum and Geothermal Information Management 
System (https://wapims.dmp.wa.gov.au/WAPIMS/Search/ 
Wells). Furthermore, a 2D petroleum systems model con-
structed along the regional 2D seismic line 18GA-KB1 pre-
dicts full maturation of Ordovician source rocks in the deeper 
parts of the Kidson Sub-basin (MacFarlane et al. 2021). 

Officer Basin 

Although recommendations for work made in Volume 2 
included the acquisition of new seismic data and strati-
graphic drilling, the EFTF program focussed on maximising 
the value of legacy information. Reprocessing of existing 2D 
seismic lines improves the data to better understand the 
evolution and tectonostratigraphy across the western basin 
depocentres (Carr et al. 2022), and a new chemostratigraphic 
framework defines five chemostratigraphic mega-sequences 
to better correlate the eastern and western sections of the 
basin (Edwards et al. 2022). Additional geomechanical 
and petrophysical data quantifies rock properties within 
likely reservoir, seal and potential unconventional units 
(Bailey et al. 2021). 

New inventories and data 

Geoscience Australia are releasing new basin reports as they 
are completed, beginning with the Adavale and Birrindudu 
basins, rather than as compiled inventories as previous. 

Adavale Basin 

The Adavale Basin System remains underexplored despite 
hosting a proven Devonian petroleum system that has 
sourced economic hydrocarbons. Good quality 2D seismic 
and regional deep-reflection surveys are available, but due to 
the overlying Galilee/Cooper and Eromanga basins, few 
wells penetrate more than 100 m into the Adavale succes-
sion. As a consequence of most wells being drilled on struc-
tural highs, the central portions of the main depocentres 
are poorly understood. Recommendations for future work 
include constructing a detailed 3D architecture using the 
currently available seismic and well information, acquisition 
of samples through targeted stratigraphic drilling to help 
resolve stratigraphic uncertainties and the application of 
modern interpretative and analytical techniques to further 
basin understanding (Korsch, in press). 

Birrindudu Basin 

The Birrindudu Basin is a Paleoproterozoic-Mesoproterozoic 
basin which has been virtually unexplored for hydrocarbons. 
Its current boundary is defined by the outer limits of surface 
outcrop, but industry seismic reflection data and recent 
drilling demonstrates that the basin extends far beyond its 
currently defined boundary, and is physically linked to the 
McArthur Basin, including the hydrocarbon-rich Beetaloo 
Sub-basin. Basin knowledge is limited to surface mapping 
and related studies, with rare seismic data and limited shal-
low drill holes. Hydrocarbon shows are rare, but live oil has 
been encountered. Organic petrography, geochemistry and 
rock property data are limited, but an assessment by Jarrett 
et al. (2021) shows that four formations have good-to- 
excellent present-day organic richness (>2 wt% TOC, total 
organic content), and several sandstones and carbonates 
have good porosity and are, thus, potential reservoirs. 
Understanding the basin’s petroleum potential requires the 
acquisition of more regional datasets such as deep-crustal 
reflection seismic, and targeted exploration including further 
drilling. 

Australian Mesoproterozoic basins 

A geological overview of Australian Mesoproterozoic-age 
sedimentary basins was undertaken to improve understanding 
of basin successions of similar age to the Beetaloo Petroleum 
Supersystem. The Beetaloo Petroleum Supersystem has 
previously been constrained to the Mesoproterozoic Wilton 
Package, which notably includes highly prospective organic- 
rich shale units. Sedimentary successions of similar age are 
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Fig. 2. Prospectivity–confidence matrix for onshore basins 
assessed in Australia’s Onshore Basin Inventory.   
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also preserved in Queensland, South Australia, Western 
Australia and Tasmania, however, the intra and inter 
basin relationships of these, as well as resource potential, 
remain understudied. This report provides an overview 
including a summary of location, stratigraphy and deposi-
tional environment, basin architecture, age constraints, 
known resources for each succession and recommendations 
for future work (Anderson et al., in press), potentially 
informing future programs geared to improving under-
standing of geological evolution and prospectivity of 
Proterozoic basins. 

Value-add products 

Onshore Basin Inventory reports are complemented by the 
re-analysis of legacy datasets to address identified data gaps 
and improve regional understanding of basin evolution and 
prospectivity. This includes new regional Fluid Inclusion 
Stratigraphy analyses in the Officer and Adavale (and over-
lying Eromanga) basins, Adavale Basin and Carrara Sub- 
basin petroleum systems modelling, and the reprocessing 
of 3807 line km of legacy 2D seismic data across the western 
Eromanga and underlying Permian and Triassic basins. 

McArthur Basin

South Nicholson
Basin

Beetaloo Sub-basin

Mount Isa Province L212 Barkly survey

L210 South Nicholson survey

L180 Mount Isa survey

NDI Carrara 1

NDI East Tennant drillhole

Major mine

Camooweal 2D seismic survey
GSQ (2019)Murphy Province

Carrara Sub-basin

Fig. 3. Location of the deep stratigraphic drill hole NDI Carrara 1 and newly acquired seismic surveys across the South 
Nicholson region and the Carrara Sub-basin.    
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The inventories are supported by the ongoing develop-
ment of the nationwide Source Rock and Fluids Atlas, which 
provides up-to-date information on organic geochemical 
and geological data from Geoscience Australia’s Organic 
Geochemistry Database. These data and the Petroleum 
System Summary tool are accessed through the Geoscience 
Australia Portal which enables the characterisation of petro-
leum source rocks and identification of their derived petro-
leum fluids that improve the veracity of petroleum system 
modelling in Australian basins. 

Summary and conclusions 

Geoscience Australia’s Onshore Basin Inventory program 
delivers foundational energy resource geoscience in the 
form of whole-of-basin summaries of geological knowledge. 
Under the Exploring for the Future program (EFTF), new 
reports are being released beginning with the Adavale and 
Birrindudu basins and a compilation covering poorly under-
stood onshore basins of presumed Mesoproterozoic age. 
Each report incorporates information from precompetitive 
work programs, publically available exploration results and 
geoscientific research to provide a summary of the geology, 
petroleum systems, exploration status and data coverage. 
Notably, these data are synthesised to deliver a broad- 
based assessment of the current level of basin prospectivity 
for hydrocarbons and a summary of outstanding issues and 
scientific questions alongside recommendations for future 
work. These recommendations have influenced the acquisi-
tion of new precompetitive data as part of EFTF, guiding 
project design and delivering new fundamental datasets that 
build understanding in poorly understood regions. New 
Onshore Basin Inventory reports will be fundamental in 
designing similar data acquisition programs through EFTF 
and into the future. Selected value-add products are being 
delivered alongside the Onshore Basin Inventories, providing 
gap-filling data that develops regional understanding of 
basin evolution and prospectivity through the re-analysis of 
existing samples and datasets. 
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